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Abstract. Changes in the viewer’s habits, such as getting linear and nonlinear 

content, anytime and anywhere, are reshaping the behaviors of watching TV. In 

this context, many commercial stakeholders, of both Managed Operated 

Networks (MON) and Over-the-Top solutions (OTT), have been offering new 

content unification features supported by innovative user interfaces, including 

natural language interaction, to turn the TV viewing experience more pleasurable 

and engaging. Beyond the providers’ commercial interests of preserving their 

walled gardens, the need for retention of customers is pushing channels, operators 

and OTT players to match each other’s offers. Solutions are multiplying on 

leading services towards a personalized experience that aggregates several 

sources of content in the same interface, enriched with emergent interaction 

models such as voice control. Such industry trends, paired with empirical 

academic research, support the development of new unification-based UI 

solutions, that promise to have a central role in the future of the TV. 
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1 Introduction 

Over the last decade, we have been witnessing a revolution in the Interactive Television 

(iTV) domain, with the emergence of new content delivery technologies and the 

increasing penetration of Over-the-Top (OTT) content. The result is the blurring of 

boundaries, between linear and non-linear content, the improvement of the features, 

and a considerable impact on the viewer’s behaviors [1–3]. While providing flexibility 

regarding content access and consumption, new technologies have diversified 

interaction models and User Interfaces (UI). To map the current iTV domain, two 

surveys conducted under the scope of R&D projects developed in partnership with an 

IPTV industry player, gathered data about interaction models [4], and UI design trends 

[5]. This paper increments the referred studies with recent releases. After this 

introduction, the next section presents the state of the art of the unification trend with a 

focus on the iTV UIs. The third section introduces an empirically validated iTV 

prototype for the unification of content, developed under an R&D consortium. Finally, 

the main contributions of this study are drafted in the conclusion section. 
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2 Current unification trends in iTV Industry 

Recently, online players have developed niche business models relying on OTT 

streaming technology. To face these OTT newcomers, cable Pay-TV subscriptions have 

started to offer additional On-Demand services. Despite the fast growth of such players, 

limitations on getting traditional TV channels and live content [6]  kept them from 

taking over the TV market. Those restrictions prevent a seamless UX, perpetuating a 

behavior of using multiple apps displaying different settings and UIs. The lack of 

integrated search and cross-source recommendations is also a limitation that leads to 

users having a scattered audiovisual consumption across devices. The interdependent 

dynamics between channels and Pay-TV operators and OTT providers is bringing both 

sides closer together in favor of more balanced solutions regarding a personalized and 

content-first viewing experience. With the aim to address the most recent unification 

trend in the iTV domain (2017-2018 releases), this document highlights prominent 

operator-based versus OTT-based solutions that offer cutting-edge approaches to 

unification. 

2.1 Sky Q 

A pioneer unification partnership between UK cable company Sky and Netflix could 

be the beginning of a paradigmatic change. In March 2018, Sky announced that the 

complete Netflix catalog would be made available to their Sky Q customers in a single, 

unified user interface1, allowing the user to switch between live and Netflix content 

seamlessly (see Fig. 1). This is a significant example of how the iTV domain is 

becoming more and more intertwined with an inescapable unification of sources, with 

both cable and OTT providers coming to terms with the benefits of a cross-content 

approach. 

2.2 Hulu 

Hulu has also rebranded its VOD platform to include a new set of live content and 

channels alongside their original content2. Hulu Live supports a "Lineup" area that 

presents personalized content from their on-demand and live content to each profile 

(see Fig. 1). Although it offers on-demand, what truly differentiates Hulu is the 

integration of live channels in a distinctive graphical interface. A traditional grid is 

replaced by lists, with contemporary gradients act as filters, setting Hulu apart from 

other platforms. 

                                                           
1 Sky Group, http://bit.ly/2LcigCg, last accessed 2018/06/01. 
2 Hulu Homepage, https://www.hulu.com/live-tv, last accessed 2018/06/01. 
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2.3 YouTube TV 

Offering a device-independent proposal, YouTube launched the YouTube TV app in 

20173. While the app started out as a mobile solution to the new ways of watching TV 

or online audiovisual content, by combining live channels to its ever-growing catalog 

of user-generated content, YouTube TV has become a stand-alone product in its 

commercial offer of online and live content (see Fig. 1). As a streaming platform, the 

YouTube TV is becoming a key app for other devices, as it is now available for mobile, 

browser, or as an app for smart TVs. Highly flexible but limited to the USA, it is an 

ambitious product that will continue to grow. 

 

Fig. 1. Sky Q (left), Hulu (center), YouTube TV app for Roku devices (right) 

3 An operator-based prototype for content unification  

The product of the synergy between industry and academy, the UltraTV prototype 

targets the new TV generation focused on the unification and personalization [7, 8]. 

The prototype (Fig. 2) combines on the same UI and UX, TV content and OTT content 

(YouTube, Facebook videos, Netflix). With a MON-based framework supported by the 

operator's offer, it provides a unified access to a diversified bundle of content sorted by 

genres and sources. Content is displayed on a card-based grid with axis navigation and 

a fluid blob menu redirecting to the system's main features: “My Content” area 

(favorites and keep watching), filtering, profiles, unified search, and settings. Cross-

content recommendations are also offered to foster the discovery of content. 

 

Fig. 2. UltraTV home screen interface architecture 

                                                           
3 YouTube TV Homepage, http://www.tv.youtube.com, last accessed 2018/06/01. 
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4 Conclusion  

Recent releases in the iTV industry confirm growing expectations towards 

personalization and unification features, favoring the aggregation of sources, merging 

linear with non-linear videos. The single UI horizontal unification shows a different 

path from existing solutions that provide content in proprietary apps. While operator-

based solutions strive to accommodate in their offers streaming services (e.g. Sky Q), 

OTT players steadily conquer the TV market by adding live broadcast confined by 

restrictions (e.g. Hulu, YouTube TV). Without a fully integrated solution available on 

the market, research projects are developing solutions that envision enhanced viewing 

experiences boosted by profile-based recommendations and content discovery on a 

single UI. Supported by feedback of end-users and recognizing industry trends, these 

contributions may provide valuable user and content-centered insights agnostic to 

players' interests to push the next generation of television, including advanced 

interaction by natural language (as the project CHIC – Cooperative Holistic view on 

Internet and Content). 
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